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the storyline is pretty much one big action sequence with pilots going back and forth from one
airfield to another to attack the enemy and defend their own bases. it is very well done, with the
scenery from the game changing as you go from one region to the next. there are also some very
imaginative cut scenes of combat, including one showing a surface-to-air missile being launched

from a u.s. navy destroyer. you can also see how the f-22's avionics and weapons work. the game is
a lot of fun and there are enough options and features to keep you playing for hours. the best part of

the game is the ability to control your f-22. the aircraft fly like a dream and the flight model is
extremely realistic. you also have plenty of weapons to choose from. you have eight missiles (each

with a unique heat signature) and two bombs that you can use on ground targets. you can also
choose from a number of different radar and infrared signatures, and even change the colour of the
aircraft. each f-22 is also fitted with a camera for night missions. one of the few annoyances about

the game is the artificial intelligence. it's nothing major, but the way the aircraft fly at times can be a
bit unrealistic. for example, you can pull off a barrel roll at night and the plane will not flip over.
other times you can pull off a high-speed wing-over and the plane will not fly to the ground. but

these problems are easily solved by slowing the game down, and the game does include an option to
reduce the aircraft's speed. you can also turn the aircraft upside down if it flies too slowly. the ai can

also become a bit wobbly in the air if you fly at too high an altitude and the plane seems to get
heavier. this only happens if you fly at altitudes above 4500 ft.
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the missions have a variety of challenges, from your weapons to your handling, from your altitude to
your speed, all to make sure you get the most from the raptor experience. each mission has a couple

of challenges that require you to perform tasks like shooting down a certain number of aircraft or
hitting a target, among others. the difficulty of the missions is well balanced, even the training

missions, and you can choose different levels of difficulty for each campaign. the campaigns are well
designed. they take you to a number of different locations, and include well defined objectives, like

shooting down a certain number of aircraft. you'll notice a flight log screen up in the upper-right
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corner of the screen. clicking on the flight log will give you information about your flight. for
example, if you lost an engine, it'll tell you if the engine is on fire or on cool down. also, if you're

flying at night, you'll see a night vision option (meaning the raptor can see in the dark). full-fuel flight
model, dynamic weather, and the sheer complexity of the raptor's unique avionics system have all
been carefully modeled, taking the human factor into account to make this a completely realistic

flight experience. youll be able to take off, look down, look up, look ahead, look left, look right, look
down, look up and all the time youre flying, manoeuvring, using missiles and guns, making your

target selection, and flying your raptor. there are no input restrictions on what you can do as you fly,
and the f-22s unique stealth system allows you to operate in the most complex of environments.
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